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Abstract

Distributed Generators that use reactive power for voltage control in distribution
networks reduce renewable curtailment but can significantly increase network losses,
undermining the effectiveness of this control. This paper proposes Voltage Control Loss
Factors (VCLFs) as a means of understanding the interactions between reactive power
flows, losses and curtailment, focusing on commercial-scale generators in radial systems.
The metric uses a substitution-based method, whereby a system with voltage control is
compared against a counterfactual with no such control. The proposed method studies
this metric by coupling numerically precise black-box simulations with analytic results
from a Two-Bus network representation. The latter provides a physical explanation for
the numerical simulation results in terms of power, voltage and impedance parameters,
providing clear explainability which is absent in traditional approaches for determining
distribution loss factors. The whole solution space of the Two-Bus system is explored,
and VCLFs are calculated for six cases on three unbalanced test networks to illustrate
the approach. Relative losses as high as 30% are found in a system with high branch
resistance-reactance ratio and large voltage rise. The results have implications for the
design of loss allocation algorithms in distribution networks, and the optimal sizing of
power-electronic interfaced Distributed Generators.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper proposes a metric for quantifying impacts that
voltage control can have on relative losses when distributed
generators (DGs) use reactive power for reducing curtailment,
and combines both analytic and simulation-based approaches
to study how this metric varies across network construction
types and voltage levels. Drawing reactive power from DGs
ameliorates voltage rise caused by real power injections, but
this usually increases line currents and therefore also losses [1],
thereby diminishing the benefits of the voltage control scheme.
Failing to account for these additional losses due to voltage
control potentially leads to market distortions in liberalised
energy systems, leading to inefficient outcomes. For example,
site-specific Distribution Loss Factors [2] (or ‘Line Loss Fac-
tors’) are not calculated in the GB system below 33 kV [3], and
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so generators at these voltage levels are incentivised to reduce
curtailment irrespective of changes in network operational
costs.

There are many works that consider the interplay between
DG curtailment and losses numerically via simulations. In
[4], losses increase by up to 28% when voltage control from
generators is taken into account in an active network man-
agement scheme, whilst [5] estimates marginal loss factors of
2.5% that can be ascribed to DGs. In [6], the authors design
volt-var curves for LV networks, with the result that losses
more than double in some cases. The work of [7] develops a
scheme for loss minimization and voltage control of wind farms
on an HV distribution system, although in this case relative
losses are reduced by no more than 4%, showing relatively
modest benefits from that control. Other works study optimal
curtailment and scheduling of DGs to minimise losses [8, 9].
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In general, however, without coupling numerical simulations
with a suitable analytic approach, it is challenging to assess
the generality of the results in systems with varying levels of
demand or branch resistance-reactance ratio (R∕X ) ratio [10].
It is also worth noting that Distribution Loss Factors used
in loss allocation [2] are usually determined using simulation-
based approaches, with loss factors calculated via either
explicit or implicit calculations of expected losses caused by a
consumer.

In contrast, by combining a chosen simulation approach with
a simplified, parameterised model, general conclusions can be
drawn about systems which share the essential characteristics
of that model. In [10], the authors compare the relative perfor-
mance of volt-var control schemes for a range of LV network
configurations, demonstrating the key role that control settings
play in the interaction between curtailment and losses. The pre-
vious work by the authors briefly considers the error in an esti-
mation of the valuation of reactive power control, should losses
be ignored, as a function of R∕X ratio [11]. In [12], it is noted
that losses due to DGs follow a ‘U-shape’ curve with respect to
DG penetration: losses first decline as the penetration of DG
increases, before starting to increase. Other analytic approaches
for understanding distribution systems behaviour include [13],
which demonstrates there is only a weak link between R∕X

ratio, load power factor and voltage when compared to the line
length; and [14], which considers how maximum power transfer
is affected as a function of impedance angle. The importance of
using these sorts of analytic approaches is stressed by the Cigré
working group on Planning and Optimization of Active Distri-
bution Systems, who note that ‘…methods should be able to
deal with real, large-scale cases but [it] is crucial to investigate
the role of simplified approaches in providing acceptable solu-
tions’ [15].

To our knowledge, however, there are no prior works that
quantify how commercial-scale DG voltage control can impact
on relative losses across a wide range of network construction
types, levels of demand and permissible voltage rise. This rep-
resents a significant gap, as in many systems DG capacity is
largely at commercial or utility scale (77% of solar PV capacity
is from DGs systems of size >50 kW in the UK [16]). It would
be advantageous for such a quantification to build on the sim-
ple and practical methods used for calculating Distribution Loss
Factors, although ideally the sensitivity and physical causes of
the obtained values would also be determined by such a method.
We also note the timeliness of this gap, coming as the UK reg-
ulator OFGEM implements its Targeted Charging Review, sub-
stantially increasing differentiation between customer types via
line loss factors [17].

The contribution of this paper is to address this gap by
proposing a hybrid approach, combining simulation and anal-
ysis to develop an understanding of the proposed Voltage Con-
trol Loss Factor (VCLF). This metric attributes losses to voltage
control using a Substitution-based approach, and is suitable for
evaluation both by simulation (by load flow calculations) or by
analysis (in this case using the closed-form solution of a Two-
Bus representation of a radial distribution system). This combi-
nation of simulation and analysis yields results which are both

FIGURE 1 The Two-Bus load flow model has a DG and load connected
to a sending bus ‘G’, and a receiving, reference bus ‘0’. The load flowing from
the sending bus SG is equal to the sum of the load Slds and DG power Sgen.
Note that Z = R + 𝚥X , where R, X denote the resistive and reactive
components of the branch, respectively

robust and explainable, enabling utility engineers and decision
makers to augment otherwise black-box simulation outputs with
sensitivity analysis and physical reasoning.

In Section 2, we describe how reactive power can be used
by DGs for voltage control, and introduce the key parameters
of the radial Two-Bus model that will be studied in subsequent
analysis. In Section 3, we introduce the Voltage Control Loss
Factors, to demonstrate how losses can be attributed to a DG
using a Substitution-based approach. The value of the VCLF is
studied in the context of a fully parameterised Two-Bus model
in Section 4, including the analytic calculations of bounds on the
value of the VCLF. Case studies demonstrate numerically the
robustness of analytic model in Section 5, before conclusions
are drawn in Section 6.

2 VOLTAGE CONTROL FROM
DISTRIBUTED GENERATORS AND THE
TWO-BUS MODEL

Fine-grained voltage regulation can be achieved using DG volt-
age control, as this control is based on a continuous PQ capabil-
ity, in contrast to legacy, discrete control afforded by devices
such as Step Voltage Regulators (SVRs). In this section we
briefly introduce the principles behind this DG voltage control,
and how this operation can lead to substantially increased losses.

If a commercial-scale DG exists on a radial distribution
feeder, then generation in excess of the load will flow towards
the primary substation, whose voltage is kept close to nominal.
Such a configuration is illustrated in Figure 1. The DG and load
are connected at the ‘sending’ bus (sending bus quantities are
given the subscript (⋅)G). A ‘receiving’ bus models a primary
distribution substation, which sends power to the upstream
transmission network (quantities associated with this bus use
the subscript (⋅)0). The voltage at the receiving node V0 ∈ ℝ is
the fixed reference voltage, whilst VG ∈ ℂ denotes the voltage
at a ‘sending’ node. S0, SG ∈ ℂ represent the apparent power at
the receiving and sending bus, respectively. Finally, the sending
node power SG is equal to the difference of the power of the
DG and loads Sgen, Slds ∈ ℂ, that is

SG = Sgen − Slds . (1)

The ratio of squared voltage magnitudes at the sending
and receiving buses of the Two-Bus model can be modelled
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according to the approximate ‘LinDistFlow’ equations [18],

|VG|2|V0|2 = 1 +
2(RPG + XQG)|V0|2 , Plss = R

P2
G + Q2

G|V 2
0 | , (2)

where Plss are the line losses, and all other quantities are as
previously defined.

The voltage control-losses trade-off can be illustrated by con-
sidering (2): to achieve a constant voltage drop as PG increases
(i.e., curtailment is reduced), then QG needs to drop at a rate of
PGR∕X . If some voltage rise is permissible (so that |VG|∕|V0|
is greater than unity), and the reactive load is not capacitive,
then losses Plss will increase (as these conditions imply that the
magnitude of both PG and QG are increasing (2)). In-turn, these
additional losses diminish the primary reason for using the volt-
age control, which is to reduce curtailment.

This work will consider this trade-off in detail. Fully explor-
ing the solution space requires the use of the non-linear solution
of the load flow equation, however [14, 19]. In the sequel, there-
fore, we will concern ourselves with the exact solution of the
Two-Bus model (this will be introduced in Section 4).

2.1 Remark: Model parameterisation in
voltages, impedance and power

Power flow equations, in general, are based on interac-
tions between voltages, impedances and powers (or equivalent
derived quantities). These three physical quantities appear in the
Two-Bus model as follows:

∙ the reference voltage V0 and maximum permissible voltage
at the sending bus VG (voltages);

∙ the R∕X ratio and impedance magnitude |Z | (impedances);
∙ the demand and generation Slds, Sgen (powers).

Each of these quantities can vary in time to some degree (e.g.,
impedance changes through network reconfiguration), although
in this work we will only consider temporal changes in demand
and generation.

3 VOLTAGE CONTROL LOSS FACTORS
USING SUBSTITUTION

The approach considered in the rest of this work is sum-
marised in Figure 2. It is proposed to evaluate losses
attributable to commercial-scale DGs based on a combina-
tion of simulation- and analytic-based approaches, with the
latter based on a Two-Bus representation. Simulations are
used to calculate (in a numerically precise way) losses for a
given system in detail. In parallel, the Two-Bus representation
is used as a means of understanding the results, consider-
ing the physical properties of the network as explanatory
factors.

In this section, we outline the Substitution method, which we
use to attribute losses to voltage control. We subsequently use

this to define the Voltage Control Loss Factor (VCLF) and the
closely related Relative Loss Fraction.

3.1 Defining voltage control loss factors

The non-linear relationship between power injections and losses
means that it is not possible to define a loss allocation algo-
rithm which is not based (to some extent) on some arbitrary
policy [20]. Nevertheless, there are many loss allocation algo-
rithms that have been proposed [21–23], and the use of loss
allocation by regulators is commonplace.

In this work, we propose to use the method of Substitution

to calculate loss factors that are appropriate for considering the
tradeoff between curtailment, losses and voltage control. This
approach has advantages that it is simple to describe and imple-
ment, is well-understood by the utility industry, and has been
studied for many years in the related problem of loss allocation
[24]. For example, Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) in
the GB system use this approach to derive line loss factors for
DGs [25].

The approach is based on comparing a Base case, with-
out some intervention (e.g., a network without DG voltage
control) against a counterfactual Change case with the inter-
vention enabled. In this work, quantities associated with the
Base case are denoted with the superscript (⋅)base, with quan-
tities associated with the Change case likewise denoted with
(⋅)chng.

The VCLF then compares the change between these two
cases in generation and losses, as

VCLF =
ΔEgen − ΔEnet

ΔEgen
(3)

=
ΔElss

ΔEgen
, (4)

where the net generation Enet is defined as the difference
between generation Egen and losses Elss,

Enet = Egen − Elss , (5)

and the change in energy from the Base to Change case is
denoted

ΔE(⋅) = E
chng
(⋅) − Ebase

(⋅) . (6)

The VCLF can be positive, zero, negative or undefined. The
sign, magnitude and existence of this metric therefore pro-
vides quantitative and qualitative information about the impacts
of voltage control on losses. If losses are reduced by voltage
control, the VCLF will be negative; an increase in losses will
give rise to a positive value of the VCLF. Its value is unde-
fined if the operation of a system does not change from the
Base to the Change case, as (3) results in the indeterminate
form 0/0.
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FIGURE 2 This work proposes to study the impact of losses by combining a simulation-based approach with analytic results based on a Two-Bus
representation. The outputs of the proposed approach are the Voltage Control Loss Factor (VCLF), VCLF simulation-based bounds based on the relative loss time
series 𝜖DSS, and (approximate) analytic VCLF bounds based on a Two-Bus representation 𝜖init

2B , 𝜖
trml
2B .

210-1

-1

0

FIGURE 3 An example of a Base and Change case for a system. In this
example, a DG is assumed to first minimise losses (with P–Q style control
from A to B), before enabling voltage control up to some Base limit (with
P–V control from B to C base); the Change limit has increased voltage control
capabilities, enables the DG to export fully (at point C chng), albeit with
significantly increased reactive flows

3.1.1 Base and change cases

The Substitution method, in general, can consider arbitrary Base
and Change cases to suit a particular system. For example, a
Base case may represent a system with no voltage control, with
the counterfactual having voltage control enabled. Alternatively,
the Base case may have some voltage control allowed up to
some reactive power limit, with the Change case using further
reactive power.

A simple case is illustrated in Figure 3. Between points A and
B, the DG is acting as P–Q generator, minimising the net losses
in the system. At the point the upper voltage constraint V +

is reached, the DG then acts as a P–V generator up to some
limit (in the Base case, this is at a real power PG of 1.2 pu). A
DG could upgrade (or request more network capacity) up to
the Change case (here at a real power PG of 1.6 pu); this would
lead to reduced curtailment but additional losses (accounted for
by the VCLF).

3.2 The relative loss fraction

The VCLFs are defined over a time period, but in usual circum-
stances, generation and losses will vary in time t . For example, if

we denote the time-varying generation of the Base and Change
as Pbase

gen , P
chng

gen , respectively, then we can relate generation to

Base and Change case respective power limits P̂base
gen , P̂

chng
gen as

Pbase
gen (t ) ≤ P̂base

gen (t ), (7)

Pbase
gen (t ) ≤ P

chng
gen (t ) ≤ P̂

chng
gen (t ) . (8)

Note that the time-varying load Slds will (in general) to lead to
power limits P̂

(⋅)
gen that vary in time.

Naturally, over the course of a year, there will be periods
with losses that are identical in the Change and Base cases, and
periods when they differ. Therefore, to distinguish between the
aggregated VCLF (3) and ‘instantaneous’ values of the VCLF,
we define the Relative Loss Fraction 𝜖DSS as

𝜖DSS

(
P

chng
gen , P̂base

gen

)
=
ΔPgen − ΔPnet

ΔPgen
(9a)

=
ΔPlss

ΔPgen
, (9b)

where the net power generation ΔPnet is defined as the differ-
ence between the changes in losses ΔPlss and generation ΔPgen
(in analogy to (5)), and where the marginal quantities ΔP(⋅) are
calculated as

ΔP(⋅) = P
chng
(⋅) − Pbase

(⋅) . (10)

3.3 Remark: Bounding VCLFs by
consideration relative loss fraction

The main advantages for considering the Relative Loss Fraction
𝜖DSS is that the locus of feasible points for that snapshot t

can be studied in a more natural way than the VCLF, which
is averaged across time. A particularly useful observation is
that bounding the Relative Loss Fraction 𝜖DSS bounds the
VCLF for that loading condition. If all reasonable loading
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conditions can be expected to occur during the course of
a year, then it is clearly the case for a particular network
that

min
t∈T

(𝜖DSS(t )) ≤ VCLF ≤ max
t∈T

(𝜖DSS(t )) , (11)

where T is the set of all time periods considered. For
example, for a system requiring an annual simulation,
two load flow calculations would be run for each of
T = {1, … , 8760} for Base and Change cases. The change
in losses and generation could then be determined so that
𝜖DSS(t ) could be calculated for each time period using (9b),
and then upper and lower bounds computed by determin-
ing the maximum and minimum values of these quantities,
respectively.

4 ANALYTIC CHARACTERIZATION
USING THE TWO-BUS MODEL

In the previous section, both the VCLF and Relative Loss
Fraction 𝜖DSS were introduced as a means of considering
the losses attributable to voltage control. In this section,
we combine that analytic framework with the exact solution
of the Two-Bus model to study analytically how the VCLF
can vary according to voltage, impedance and power-based
parameters introduced in Section 2. We then consider how
a distribution network can be modelled using a Two-Bus
representation, so analytic predictions can be combined
with the simulation-based approach defined in the previous
section.

For clarity, we distinguish between the simulation-based
Relative Loss Fractions 𝜖DSS with values calculated with
a Two-Bus representation by denoting the latter with 𝜖2B.
The interpretation of these parameters is otherwise identical,
although the analytic properties of the latter are (naturally) more
straightforward to calculate and study, as we demonstrate in this
section.

4.1 Calculating initial, terminal, and PQ–PV
point relative loss fraction

We first consider the minimum and maximum values of 𝜖2B. To
begin, note that the Relative Loss Fraction 𝜖2B is not defined
for Change powers equal to than the Base real power constraint
P̂base

gen . However, as this power is approached from above (e.g., as
C chng → C base in Figure 3), the Relative Loss Fraction tends to
a constant value we call the Initial Relative Loss Fraction, 𝜖init

2B ,
defined as

𝜖init
2B (P̂base

gen ) = lim
Pgen→P̂base

gen

𝜖2B(Pgen, P̂
base

gen ) (12)

=
dPlss

dPgen
(P̂base

gen ) . (13)

This holds by the definition of the derivative of a function. Sim-
ilarly, we define a Terminal Relative Loss Fraction 𝜖trml

2B as

𝜖trml
2B (P̂

chng
gen ) = 𝜖2B(P̂

chng
gen , P̂base

gen ) , (14)

that is, the value of the Relative Loss Fraction 𝜖2B in a system
when the new, increased power generation limit P̂

chng
gen constrains

additional generation.
If a Two-Bus representation provides a good approximation

of a given network, the Initial and Terminal Relative Loss Frac-
tions 𝜖init

2B , 𝜖
trml
2B will approximate the minimum and maximum

values of the simulated Relative Loss Fractions,

𝜖init
2B ≈ min

t∈T
(𝜖DSS(t )), 𝜖trml

2B ≈ max
t∈T

(𝜖DSS(t )) . (15)

4.1.1 The relative loss fraction at the PQ–PV
point

For relatively small DG, there will be no need for voltage con-
trol, and so the DG can act to minimise losses (between points
A and B in Figure 3). The point at which a generator first
requires any voltage control we call the PQ–PV point, as it
occurs when the DG stops behaving like a P–Q generator and
instead operates as a P–V generator. Denoting the sending
power at the PQ–PV point as P

PQ−PV

G , the initial relative loss

power with this point as the Base case 𝜖PQ−PV

2B is found by eval-

uating (12) with P
PQ−PV

G , that is

𝜖
PQ−PV

2B = 𝜖init
2B

(
P

PQ−PV

G

)
. (16)

For a given load, this point provides a lower bound to 𝜖init
2B , if the

DG is operated to minimise losses (so that load reactive power
is compensated to minimise losses, as in Figure 3).

4.2 Analytic solution for relative loss
fraction

The voltages and losses of the Two–Bus model can be found as
the solution of the implicit equations [14, 19]

(
PG −

R|VG|2|Z |2
)2

+

(
QG −

X |VG|2|Z |2
)2

=

(|V0||VG||Z |
)2

,

(17)

Plss =
R|Z |

(|V0|2 − |VG|2|Z | + 2
PGR + QGX|Z |

)
. (18)

We now introduce a per-unit system, with powers normalised
according to the line short circuit power SSC, impedances against
impedance magnitude |Z |, and voltages against the reference
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voltage |V0|, as

s(⋅) =
S(⋅)

SSC
, SSC =

|V0|2|Z | , 𝜔 =
|VG||V0| , (19)

r =
R|Z | , x =

X|Z | . (20)

The Two-Bus equations (17), (18) can then be rewritten(
pG − r𝜔2

)2
+
(
qG − x𝜔2

)2
= 𝜔2 , (21)

Plss = rSSC
((

1 − 𝜔2
)
+ 2

(
pGr + qGx

))
. (22)

Based on these, the terminal Relative Loss Fraction can be
calculated as

𝜖trml
2B (P

chng
G , Pbase

G ) = 2rSSC

(
r + x

𝜁(P
chng

G ) − 𝜁(Pbase
G )

P
chng

G − Pbase
G

)
,

(23)

found by combining (18), (22), and where the mapping from
real to reactive powers 𝜁 is (from (21))

𝜁(PG) = x𝜔2SSC −

√
S 2

SC𝜔
2 − (PG − rSSC𝜔2)2

. (24)

The initial Relative Loss Fraction is given by

𝜖init
2B (Pbase

G ) = 2r

(
r + x

PG − r𝜔2SSC

𝜁(PG) − x𝜔2SSC

)
, (25)

where we have used the identity

dQG

dPG

|||||VG| =
PG − r𝜔2SSC

QG − x𝜔2SSC
, (26)

as derived from (21).
The PQ–PV initial Relative Loss Fraction 𝜖PQ−PV

2B (defined in

(16)) requires the calculation of P
PQ−PV

G . The Appendix shows
this power can be found as the solution of a quartic equation.

Finally, for the parameterisation of the full solution space of
the Two-Bus model, we also define the generation at the Maxi-
mum Power Transfer point, PG,MPT, given by

PG,MPT = SSC𝜔
(
r𝜔 −

(
r2 − x2

))
. (27)

This can is found by setting the voltage angle at the generator
bus to be equal to the impedance angle [14].

4.3 Characterizing VCLFs in terms of
voltage, impedance and power variables using
relative loss fractions

We now consider how power, voltage and impedance param-
eters influence the initial and terminal Relative Loss Fractions

𝜖init
2B , 𝜖

trml
2B . Three cases are considered, with the ultimate

goal of demonstrating how the value of the VCLF may vary
between networks.

4.3.1 PQ–PV Intersection relative loss fraction

The PQ–PV Relative Loss Fraction 𝜖
PQ−PV

2B is plotted in
Figure 4a , as a function of R∕X ratio and voltage ratio 𝜔. If
the generator compensates the reactive load to minimise losses,
this value lower bounds the initial Relative Loss Fraction and is
independent of the load.

Clearly visible on this figure is the effect that voltage ratio 𝜔
has on 𝜖

PQ−PV

2B , with less of an effect from R∕X ratio. Intu-
itively, this is because the voltage ratio defines the power at
which the voltage constraint will become active on the P–Q

curve. If the voltage ratio is greater than unity then the volt-
age constraint will become active when the line is loaded, whilst
for the converse the voltage constraint becomes active when the
line is still exporting generated power.

Note that there is not always a solution, as the value of
P

PQ−PV

G does not always exist. This is because loss minimization
via reactive power requires a small amount of capacitive reactive
power export (see the Appendix, (A.2)), causing the voltage to
increase. In these cases, the voltage never drops to the given
voltage ratio 𝜔.

4.3.2 Initial relative loss fraction against
uncompensated reactive load

The initial Relative Loss Fraction is plotted as a function of the
R∕X ratio and the load reactive power qlds in Figure 4b for the
case of unity voltage ratio |VG| = |V0|. Such a condition could
occur for the case of uncompensated reactive load (e.g., when a
generator exports at unity power factor).

As with 𝜖PQ−PV

2B , the solution does not exist for some combi-
nations of parameters (due to the discriminant of (24)). If the
load is sinking reactive power (positive qlds) then the voltage
constraint becomes active at a higher power, increasing the rel-
ative losses when voltage control is enabled.

It can be observed from this figure that the reactive load
can have a large impact on the initial Relative Loss Fraction.
In contrast to the PQ–PV intersection point, the resistance-
reactive ratio R∕X has a much greater impact, particularly as
R∕X increases beyond unity.

4.3.3 Terminal relative loss fraction at
maximum power transfer

Finally, the terminal Relative Loss Fraction is calculated at a frac-
tion of the maximum power transfer PG,MPT in Figure 4c, cal-
culated assuming a voltage ratio 𝜔 of unity (and the Base case at
no-load). In this case a solution exists at all points, as the max-
imum power transfer point (27) exists for all R∕X . Note that
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FIGURE 4 Relative power loss fractions for three parameterisations, illustrating how the VCLF metric can vary as a function of impedance, voltage, and

power-based parameters. (a) PQ–PV initial Relative Loss Fraction 𝜖PQ−PV

2B . (b) Initial Relative Loss Fraction 𝜖init
2B for uncompensated reactive load qlds. (c) Terminal

Relative Loss Fraction 𝜖trml
2B , with the Change case a fraction of the maximum power transfer PG,MPT

this characterization does not upper bound the terminal Rela-
tive Loss Fraction generally, as the terminal Relative Loss Frac-
tion depends on both the Base and Change points.

It can be observed that the terminal loss fraction can be much
higher in cases with high R∕X ratios. This can be explained
as maximum power transfer at low R∕X ratios is associated
with steadily decreasing effectiveness of reactive power along
circles of constant voltage, whereas maximum power transfer
for large R∕X ratios are dominated by marginal increases in
losses [19].

4.4 Converting distribution network models
to a two-bus representation

In practise, whilst distribution networks are operated radially,
individual feeders can still show great variety in their topology.
A suitable method is proposed to convert a distribution net-
work to a Two-Bus representation, so that the analytic Two-Bus
model can be used to study how the VCLF might vary with dif-
ferent parameters. This approach consists of three main steps,
as follows.

(a) The line impedance Z is calculated as the Thévenin
Impedance from the generator to the source (see, e.g., [26,
pp. 287-294]).

(b) The turns ratio of any in-line SVRs are combined to form
the overall turns ratio Nreg;

(c) Finally, the load Slds is found as a linear multiple kS of the
peak load of the circuit Slds,Tot,

Slds = kS Slds,Tot . (28)

This algorithm will create a Two-Bus representation of the form
of Figure 1, with the addition of the turns ratio Nreg parameter
modifying the voltage ratio 𝜔. It is assumed that this turns ratio

can be considered as an ideal SVR connected directly to the DG,
but otherwise the Two-Bus representation of Figure 1 remains
unchanged. Note that the calculation of the line impedance (a)
from the system admittance matrix can be verified, for example,
by perturbing the real and reactive injections at the generator
bus and running a load flow to calculate the voltage change,
from which the resistance and reactance can be approximated
from the LinDistFlow equations (2).

It is proposed that kS be chosen according to one of the fol-
lowing methods.

1. Full load (set kS = 1). The total feeder load is connected to
generator node.

2. No load (kS = 0). No load is connected at the generator
node.

3. Weighted load. Load is connected according to the reactive
load flowing through the generator bus towards the substa-
tion Sto sub and the mean demand 𝜇t (as a % of peak demand
Slds,Tot) as

kS = 𝜇t

|Qto sub||Qlds,Tot| . (29)

The performance of each of these three approaches for calcu-
lating kS is considered in detail in Section 5.3.2, along with a
validation of the accuracy of these models for the task in Sec-
tion 5.3.3.

4.4.1 Remark: Time-varying models

In the real network cases, the demand varies as a function of
time. Rather than determining bounds at all time periods, in
(29) we instead opt for a more parsimonious approach, using
just one Two-Bus condition to represent a whole year (or other
suitable time period of interest). In other words, the approach
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we have proposed identifies a set of Two-Bus parameters
(Z , Slds, |V0|, |VG|), from which a unique snapshot estimate
is obtained for the whole annual time period, calculated using
(23), (25) (as highlighted in Figure 2). As we discuss in the next
section, this approach results in good numerical performance.
Future investigations could consider alternatives, such as time-
varying bounds, although we note that this would increase the
complexity of the approach.

5 CASE STUDIES

The framework proposed in this work is now considered, with
the simulation-based metrics (Section 3) combined with analytic
Two-Bus representations (Section 4) across a range of case stud-
ies. Three networks are studied, between them covering multi-
ple voltage levels, a range of R∕X ratios, and varying numbers
of existing voltage regulation equipment (SVRs).

In this section, the networks and their Two-Bus repre-
sentations are first described, alongside the temporal profiles
assumed for the DG generation and load. To illustrate the close
link between VCLF and Relative Loss Fractions, a case study
is then considered in detail, clearly demonstrating how volt-
age control can increase losses, but also demonstrating how
the Two-Bus representation augments the understanding of the
VCLF. The results of from all three networks are combined to
demonstrate the suitability of the approach for understanding
the link between network parameters and the VCLF. Finally,
the results are then discussed in the context of related prior
approaches, highlighting how the approach yields new qualita-
tive results.

5.1 Case study setup

Three network models are considered in this work, covering a
range of voltages levels, permissible voltage drops and R∕X

ratios. The first two of these networks are IEEE test networks:
the EU LV and 34 Bus networks, described in [27]. The for-
mer is an urban, European-style low voltage network, whilst
the latter is a long, rural US-based feeder, with two in-line
SVRs and a substation-based load tap changer (LTC). The
third and final network considered is the EPRI K1 feeder.
This is also a US-based network [28], although there are no
SVRs and the impedance ratio R∕X is much lower than the
34 Bus network. This can be seen by considering the two-
Bus representative models for these three networks, given in
Table 1.

Between the three networks, six case studies are considered,
with a range of control types and generator sizes (Table 2). In
all cases the DG is assumed to be interfaced such that reactive
power can always be generated if required (i.e., ‘VAR priority’,
as is mandated by, e.g., the Californian ‘Rule 21’ standard [29]).
Changes in voltage control are represented by by changes in the
reactive power limits of the DG.

The six case studies, labeled from A-F, are designed to con-
sider the following points.

TABLE 1 Calculated Two-Bus properties, with base voltage of 69, 13.2,
0.4 kV and power bases are 2.5, 12, 0.8 MVA for the 34 Bus, EPRI K1 and EU
LV circuits, respectively

Two–Bus Parameters, pu

Circuit(Studies) Gen. Bus V+, pu R∕X |Z| |V0| |VG| Slds,Tot

34 Bus (A, B) 834 1.05 1.85 0.20 1.045 1.056 0.62∠31◦

34 Bus (C) 834 1.05 1.85 0.20 1.045 1.14 0.62∠31◦

K1 34096115 1.03 0.26 0.18 1.0 0.99 0.78∠6.4◦

EU LV 801 1.10 3.34 0.50 1.05 1.053 0.04∠18◦

∙ Cases Studies A, D, and E are not permitted to sink reac-
tive power to provide voltage control in the Base case. The
R∕X ratio of the network changes significantly between
these cases.

∙ The amount of reactive power that can be used for voltage
control increases from Study A to Study B, and from Study E
to Study F.

∙ Voltage controls from voltage regulators change from Study
A to Study C, with fixed reactive power constraints for the
DG.

All case studies assume that the DG is operated to minimise net
demand (i.e., minimise losses and curtailment), a very common
objective in distribution network operation [30]. To calculate the
reactive powers to achieve this goal, the Golden Search method
was used to minimise losses (when networks voltages are below
their upper limit), and the secant method was used to find the
reactive power required for P–V control (these algorithms are
described in [31, Ch. 4]).

5.1.1 Load and generation data

A representative load profile for each of the loads in the 34 Bus
and EPRI K1 circuits was obtained by averaging and normaliz-
ing 23 smart meter profiles from [32]. Individual profiles were
used for each load in the EU LV network. All loads were scaled
to 78% of their nominal kVA ratings for the 34 Bus so that the
load flow is feasible. A solar profile was obtained using typi-
cal meteorological year (TMY) data [33] for London Gatwick.
These were then used to determine the load weighting coeffi-
cient kS (29).

5.1.2 Existing voltage control devices

For the case studies with the 34 Bus circuit (A, B, C), voltage
regulator line drop compensation (LDC) settings were modified
according to Table 3, to avoid undervoltages on branches com-
ing off the main feeder. For Study A and Study B the substation
(source) voltage was reduced by 0.5% and the fixed tap ratio on
the substation transformer ‘xfm1’ was increased by one tap. For
Study C, the substation was additionally assumed to have a load
tap changer (LTC) installed, with LDC enabled. Additionally,
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TABLE 2 Generator sizing and reactive power (Q) constraints for each case study. Generator apparent power export is constrained to be less than the generator
inverter rating S+

ID (ckt.)

Gen. power

rating, kW

Gen. inverter

rating S+, kVA

Base Q,

Qbase
− , kVAr

Chng. Q,

Q
chng
− , kVAr

Load

weighting kS , (29)

A (34 Bus) 1250 1400 0 400 0.31

B (34 Bus) 1250 1400 400 800 0.31

C (34 Bus) 3000 3200 0 400 0.31

D (K1) 15,000 16,000 0 750 0.04

E (EU LV) 55 68 0 20 0.004

F (EU LV) 55 68 20 40 0.004

TABLE 3 Line Drop Compensation (LDC) and tap limits for the SVRs
and LTC in the 34 Bus circuit

LDC parameters, V Min tap

SVR ID Rreg Xreg Vreg Max tap Studies A, B Study C

Reg. 1 4 1.6 118 +16 –1 –6

Reg. 2 0.8 0.8 124 +16 –2 –16

LTC 15 6 120 +2 NA –6

the capacitors at the end of the feeder were switched out, as
the generator (located close to these capacitors) was available to
provide compensation more precisely.

5.2 Case study example: IEEE 34 bus,
study A

The generator power for Study A on two illustrative days is
shown in Figure 5a,c, and the corresponding voltages from
the network are plotted in Figure 5b,d. The voltages remain
in bounds across the whole network in both Base and Change
cases. There is an increase in generation on these two days of
2.72 MWh, and an increase in losses of 0.36 MWh, so the VCLF
is 13.2%. Note that the maximum and minimum voltages on
the network do not change from the Base to the Change case in
Figure 5b,d as the voltage control holds the upper voltage at the
upper voltage limit.

The corresponding Relative Loss Fraction 𝜖DSS is plotted in
Figure 6. At the times when the reactive power of the Change
case drops below the reactive power of the Base case, there is a
difference in the generation and losses in the network. For times
when the powers in both circuits are identical, the Relative Loss
Fraction is undefined (and so not plotted on Figure 6).

Additionally, Figure 6 has three pairs of dashed lines plotted,
calculated using the Two-Bus representation of the network.
The three lines assume either that all load is co-located with
the generator (kS = 1), that none of the load is co-located with
the generator (kS = 0), or that 31% of the load is co-located
(kS = 0.31, from (29)). Each of these bounds are the initial and
terminal values of the Relative Loss Fraction, calculated from
(23), (25).

TABLE 4 Generation, losses, and corresponding Voltage Control Loss
Factor (VCLF, from (3)) for each case study

Gen., MWh Loss, MWh

ID (Ckt.)

Potential

Gen., MWh Base Chng. Base Chng. VCLF

A (34 Bus) 1414.9 1308.8 1397.8 237.0 248.5 13.0%

B (34 Bus) 1414.9 1397.8 1414.9 248.5 252.1 21.4%

C (34 Bus) 3395.9 3274.2 3359.5 346.0 371.6 30.0%

D (K1) 16, 979 14, 786 16, 979 1550 1602 2.4%

E (EU LV) 62.26 32.04 43.01 0.46 0.95 4.5%

F (EU LV) 62.26 43.01 50.94 0.95 1.83 11.1%

Figure 6 demonstrates two things. First, the Relative Loss
Fraction 𝜖DSS values are close to the calculated VCLF of 13.2%.
Second, the predicted bounds with the Two-Bus weighted load
representation 𝜖init

2B , 𝜖
trml
2B (the pair of blue dashed lines) give rea-

sonably accurate bounds on the Relative Loss Fraction values,
illustrating that this network is behaving in a very similar man-
ner to the Two-Bus representation. The full-load (kS = 1 ) and
no-load (kS = 0) bounds show a very large potential change in
Relative Loss Fraction with 𝜖2B.

5.3 Results of case studies

The results of all of case studies are now considered, to study
how the R∕X ratio and voltage rise impact on the VCLF. We
also consider how the analytic Two-Bus calculations can provide
explanatory factors to distinguish between the varied results of
the simulation-based VCLF.

5.3.1 VCLFs for all cases (A–F) from an annual
time series simulation

Table 4 summarises the results of the time series simulation of
the six case studies, with the duration of the simulations being
one calendar year.

Comparing Studies A and B and Studies E and F, it can
be observed that the VCLF increases by more than 6%.
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FIGURE 5 Powers (left) voltages (right) and for
Study A, with Vmin, Vmax denoting the minimum
and maximum nodal voltages across the network
respectively. The Base case [(a) and (b)] has a reactive
power limit Qbase

− = 0 kVAr, whilst the Change case

[(c) and (d)] has the limit Q
chng
− = −400 kVAr.

Reactive power control increases the amount of
power that can be exported by (a) and (c) without the
the voltage going beyond bounds V+ (b) and (d),
albeit with increased reactive power flows (a) and (c)
and therefore losses. (a) Base Case Powers. (b) Base
Case Voltages. (c) Change Case Powers. (d) Change
Case Voltages
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FIGURE 6 Relative Loss Fraction 𝜖DSS for two days considered in Study
A (powers and voltages as in Figure 5). This leads to an increase in losses;
plotting the Relative Loss Fraction 𝜖DSS illustrates that this reduces the efficacy
of reactive power by 8–14%

Interestingly, however, this increase is less than the increases
between Study A and Study C, for which the VCLF increases
by 17%. This is driven by the increase in the voltage drop
along the line that can occur due to the control from the
substation LTC. This highlights clearly how the change in
permissible voltage drop, enabled by the drop in substa-
tion voltage by the LTC, results in higher currents at the
point voltage control is needed, and therefore higher relative
losses).

In general it is interesting to see that Studies A, B and C
show significant variation in VCLF. This highlights that it is
very important to consider the configuration and operation of
a given network accurately to calculate the impacts of voltage
control on losses. It is important to note that this behaviour
is predicted by the Two-Bus representations, as considered in
Section 5.3.3.

The R∕X ratio of the EPRI K1 circuit is much lower than the
EU LV and 34 Bus circuit. There is therefore a corresponding
reduction in the VCLF for this circuit (for example, comparing
Study D with A and E). However, as pointed out, the EU LV
circuit has a lower Relative Loss Fraction than the 34 Bus cir-
cuit, even though the R∕X ratio of the EU LV circuit is higher.
As predicted by the Two-Bus representation, the R∕X ratio is
just one factor, with other parameters (the load reactive power
Qlds and voltage ratio 𝜔 = |VG|∕|V0|) also making a substantial
contribution to the calculated vale.

5.3.2 Histograms of relative loss fraction

Histograms of the Relative Loss Fraction 𝜖DSS from each half
hour period are plotted in Figure 7 for four of the case studies
alongside the bounds predicted by the Two-Bus representation
𝜖2B. Note that for Case Study F, the Weighted load multiplier kS
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FIGURE 7 Histogram of the Relative Loss Fraction
values for Studies A, C, D and F. The three sets of dashed
vertical lines correspond to calculated Relative Loss Fractions
𝜖init

2B , 𝜖
trml
2B calculated at three load weightings (as described in

Section 5.2). Comparing (a)–(d), it can be observed that the
Two-Bus representations 𝜖init

2B , 𝜖
trml
2B are successful at

identifying the magnitude and spread of the Relative Loss
Fractions 𝜖DSS. (a) Study A (34 Bus). (b) Study C (34 Bus). (c)
Study D (EPRI K1). (d) Study F (EU LV)

(from (29)) is very close to zero, and so for clarity the no-load
weighting (kS = 0) is not plotted on this figure.

There are three things that can be noted from Figure 7.
First, it is clear that there are non-trivial lower bounds on the
Relative Loss Fraction 𝜖DSS. Comparing these figures with the
VCLF from Table 4, it can be observed that the VCLF is
always within 6% of the maximum and minimum Relative Loss
Fraction.

Second, the range of the values of the Relative Loss Fraction
𝜖DSS are increased somewhat compared to the Two-Bus model
(i.e., the difference between the maximum and minimum values
of 𝜖DSS is greater than the difference between 𝜖init

2B , 𝜖
trml
2B ). This is

not unexpected, as the Two Bus representations here only con-
siders a single loading point.

Finally, we note that the between-network predictions prove
to be remarkably accurate; this indicates that the Two-Bus
model appears to be providing very good physical explanations
for the differences observed in the VCLF. The EPRI K1 circuit
has the weakest estimate in relative terms; it is thought that this
is because there is a bulk capacitor upstream of the DG, leading
to a different reactive power profile to the other feeders (which
only have inductive loads).

5.3.3 Relative loss fraction bounds

To summarise the results of this section, the minimum and max-
imum values of the simulated Relative Loss Fractions 𝜖DSS are
compared against the bounds calculated using the Two-Bus rep-
resentation 𝜖2B with the ‘weighted’ load method (the red dashed
lines of Figure 7). These values are tabulated in Table 5.

It can be seen that there is no more than 5% difference
between the maximum value of 𝜖DSS and the equivalent

TABLE 5 Simulation-based (OpenDSS) and Analytic-based (Two-Bus)
VCLF bounds for each of the six case studies. Simulation bounds are
determined as in (11), whilst analytic (Two-Bus) bounds are determined using
(23) and (25)

Simulation (OpenDSS), % Analytic (Two-Bus), %

Study Circuit min(𝝐DSS) max(𝝐DSS) 𝝐 init
2B

𝝐 trml
2B

A 34 Bus 7.5 15.2 9.2 14.8

B 34 Bus 18.1 23.0 20.1 25.3

C 34 Bus 24.6 32.3 24.0 28.7

D EPRI K1 1.3 3.1 −1.4 −0.3

E EU LV 0.8 5.4 0.7 4.6

F EU LV 7.8 12.9 8.4 12.1

Two-Bus values 𝜖trml
2B ; similarly, there is no more than a 4%

difference between the minimum value of 𝜖DSS and initial
Relative Loss Fraction 𝜖init

2B . It is concluded that the Two-Bus
representation predicts the between-case behaviour of each
network with very good accuracy.

5.4 Discussion–Comparison with related
approaches and promising research directions

The combination of the analytic (Two-Bus) approach with
detailed simulations shows similarities with [10–12]. The
authors of [12] highlight reasons as to why certain DG
generation profiles lead to a greater curvature in the total losses
with DG penetration (i.e., a narrower ‘U-shaped curve’), whilst
the authors of [10] present analytic arguments to propose
improved settings for inverter controls. In a similar way, this
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paper determines new qualitative results which are supported
by a range of detailed simulations. For example, we have shown
that network voltage drop has a huge effect on relative losses
when using voltage control, and we have also clearly demon-
strated the existence of non-trivial bounds on the VCLF. To our
knowledge, these points have not been explored in prior works,
with the exception of related analytic results we first presented
in [11] for the related (but distinct) valuation error metric. Here
we present a wider range of analysis (e.g., considering PQ and
PV control), and provide detailed simulations that were missing
in that earlier paper—the simulations in this work have enabled
the validation of the approach comprehensively.

It is interesting to note that some prior works that consider
changes in losses and curtailment present only the changes cal-
culated as a fraction of peak demand, rather than the change in
losses with respect to changes in curtailment (i.e., some works
only ΔElss∕Ebase

lss , instead of the VCLF (3)) [6, 34]. By consid-
ering Table 4, it can be seen that this fractional change in losses
is not necessarily informative—the relative increase in losses
with respect to changes in curtailment is typically much greater
than with respect to system demand (e.g., the system losses only
increase 7% in Study C, where the VCLF has a value of 30%).
The VCLF metric (or other relative measures of losses with
respect to curtailment) are therefore strongly preferred in the
evaluation of DG reactive power control.

In this work, we have focussed on studying the whole
Two-Bus solution space (right up to maximum power trans-
fer) alongside a number of detailed simulations. Future work
could look to constrain the solution space of the Two-Bus
analysis, considering the applicable service area of particular
DNOs and voltage levels considering their unique opera-
tional and design procedures (which vary significantly). The
explainability and robustness of analytic approaches such as
that presented in this work would allow engineers identifying
potential approaches to improve their practise with respect to
metrics such as VCLF. Future work could also consider more
sophisticated approaches for developing Two-Bus network rep-
resentations, alternative DG control approaches (such as droop
control), or the explicit development of suitable incentives to
encourage voltage control in a responsible and appropriate
way.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper considers how voltage control by DGs can impact
on distribution losses, given that sinking reactive power typically
increases losses, diminishing the effectiveness of this control.
Radially operated DGs are studied using a combination of sim-
ulation and analytic approaches, using the Voltage Control Loss
Factor and Two-Bus representation of a network to understand
how these losses can vary with R∕X ratio, permissible voltage
rise and network load.

The impact of permissible voltage rise is shown to be partic-
ularly striking, but previous works have often neglected to con-
sider this aspect in sensitivity analysis. This point is particularly
important to note as the permissible voltage rise varies between

systems at the same voltage levels (due to differing voltage set-
points at substations) and between voltage levels (due to differ-
ent regulatory requirements at LV, MV and HV distribution).
Distribution systems with different construction and operating
settings could therefore see highly heterogeneous performance
of voltage control with respect to losses.

The combination of reduced reactive power-voltage sensitiv-
ity and increased losses makes reactive power control signifi-
cantly less attractive in systems with R∕X ratios greater than
unity. This observation is corroborated by a yearly time-series
analysis of three DGs in three unbalanced distribution network
models, with as much as 30% of additional generation trans-
ferred directly as line losses. This result is explained succinctly
with an analytic Two–Bus representation of the network, with
bounds on the relative losses predicted to within 5% across six
case studies.

The use of voltage control in distribution networks is set to
become an integral part of DSO planning and operations, both
from commercial-scale DG systems providing active network
management, and by the widespread use of rule-based droop
control by domestic-scale DGs. We conclude by noting that the
results of this work illustrate that equitable future loss alloca-
tion algorithms will require very careful design in systems with
DG voltage control, with widely varying R∕X ratios, demands
and substation set points all having a significant impact on addi-
tional losses. Being able to explain clear reasons for variable loss
factors across the network could result in more sophisticated
and equitable loss allocation mechanisms becoming acceptable,
ultimately enabling suitable price signals to incentivise prosumer
investment in appropriate smart grid technologies.
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NOMENCLATURE

R Resistance, Ω / pu
X Reactance, Ω / pu
Z Complex impedance, Ω / pu

P(⋅) Active power, kW / pu
Q(⋅) Reactive power, kVAr / pu
S(⋅) Complex power, kVA / pu

V(⋅) Complex voltage, kV / pu
E(⋅) Energy, kWh

t Time index, hours
T Set of all considered time periods

VCLF Voltage Control Loss Factor (in energy)
𝜖(⋅) Relative Loss Fraction (in power)
SSC Line short circuit power, MVA
s(⋅) Normalised power S(⋅)∕SSC
𝜔 Voltage magnitude ratio |VG|∕|V0|
r Resistance fraction R∕|Z |
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x Reactance fraction X ∕|Z |
𝜁 Function mapping real powers to reactive powers

on voltage level sets
Nreg Overall turns ratio of voltage regulators

kS Fraction of the total demand allocated to the gener-
ator node in the Two-Bus network representation,
%

Slds,Tot Total demand of a distribution network, kVA
Qtosub Reactive load flowing to the substation from the

generator node, kVAr
𝜇t Mean demand as a fraction of peak demand Slds,Tot,

%
(⋅)+, (⋅)− Limits on a variable–maximum and minimum

respectively
(⋅)G Variable associated with the ‘sending’ (DG) node
(⋅)0 Variable associated with the ‘receiving’ (substation)

node
(⋅)lds Variable associated with a load
(⋅)gen Variable associated with the generator
(⋅)net Variable associated with net power (generation less

losses)
(⋅)lss Loss-based variable (energy or power)

(⋅)base Variable associated with the Base case (no DG reac-
tive power control)

(⋅)chng Variable associated with the Change case (with DG
reactive power control)

(⋅)2B Variable associated with non-linear Two-Bus net-
work solution

(⋅)DSS Variable associated with an iterative power flow
solution (distribution system simulator)

(⋅)G,MPT Variable associated with the maximum power trans-
fer point of a generator

̂(⋅) Maximum generator power export limit
(⋅)init Variable associated with the ‘Initial’ DG

generation point (max DG export in Base
case)

(⋅)trml Variable associated with the ‘Terminal’ DG genera-
tion point (max DG export in Change case)

(⋅)PQ−PV Variable associated with the point at which PQ DG
operation (loss minimization) is replaced with PV

optimization (voltage control)
(⋅)reg Voltage regulator Line Drop Compensation param-

eters, V| ⋅ | Absolute value of a quantity
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APPENDIX: THE PQ–PV POINT AS THE

SOLUTION OF A FOURTH ORDER

POLYNOMIAL (QUARTIC EQUATION)

Here we briefly demonstrate how the PQ–PV intersection point
(defined in Section 4.1.1) can be found numerically as the
solution of a quartic equation. First, differentiating the losses
for fixed PG (from (21), (22)), setting to zero and rearranging
yields

R

X
Q2

G −

(
2PG +

V 2
0

R

)
QG +

X

R
P2

G = 0 . (A.1)

The optimal root is the smaller of the two roots, is denoted by
QL

G, and is given by

QL
G(PG) =

X

R

(
(PG + cP) −

√
(PG + cP)2

− P2
G

)
, (A.2)

where cP = V 2
0 ∕2R. Setting QL

G(PG) = 𝜁(PG) (from (24))

yields an expression of the form 𝛼(PG) +
√
𝛽(PG) =

√
𝛾(PG)

where 𝛼 is a polynomial of order 1, and 𝛽, 𝛾 are
of order 2. This is therefore rationalised as a quartic
polynomial

𝛼2
(
𝛼2 − 2(𝛽 + 𝛾)

)
+ 𝛽2 + 𝛾2 − 2𝛽𝛾 = 0 . (A.3)
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